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“Who are you?” Shen An asked Huang Xiaolong in a dignified manner, “What 
matters have you got for calling me over?” 

What matters have you got? Despite sounding polite, it was clear from his 
tone that he was in fact, questioning Huang Xiaolong. 

As Heaven Sage Human Emperor’s grand-disciple, he was called over by 
Huang Xiaolong for no good reason, and on top of that, he plummeted from 
high air, denting his image. This made Shen An extremely displeased, and if it 
wasn’t for the fact that he was wary of Huang Xiaolong’s strength, he would 
have attacked Huang Xiaolong by now. 

Detecting Shen An’s questioning tone towards him, Huang Xiaolong didn’t 
bother to answer. His hand reached out and grabbed Shen An from across 
space towards him. 

Shen An panicked for a split second and was about to retaliate and break free 
from Huang Xiaolong’s grasp, but he discovered he couldn’t move at all. 

“What are you doing?!” Shen An roared angrily in a reflex reaction. 

“Lord Shen An!” 

“Everyone attack, rescue Lord Shen An!” Heaven Saint Palace’s several half-
step Universe Gods bellowed in anger towards the surrounding Wang 
Family’s experts while they themselves pounced towards Huang Xiaolong. 

Seeing this, the present Wang Family also attacked Huang Xiaolong. 

Huang Xiaolong was unperturbed and disinterested, as he remained seated. 
With a wave of his hand, he sent all the Heaven Saint Palace and Wang 
Family’s experts flying out, crashing down on the street outside of the Peng 
Family Manor. For a moment, screams and shrieks reverberated through the 
street. 

Peng Xian and the other Gods of Creation couldn’t hide their shock. 



Ignoring the terror-filled expressions on Peng Xian’s and other Gods of 
Creation’s faces, Huang Xiaolong directly conducted soul searching on Shen 
An. 

Shen An and the Saint Heaven Palace’s experts had come to Nine Cauldron 
Land when the Nine Cauldrons were about to appear, and they did so 
probably under the Heaven Sage Human Emperor’s order to survey the 
situation. 

A while later, Huang Xiaolong’s soul searching came to an end. 

From Shen An’s memories, Huang Xiaolong learned that he had indeed come 
here under the Heaven Sage Human Emperor’s order to inquire about the 
Nine Cauldrons. Not only Shen An, but also Shen An’s master, and several of 
the Heaven Sage Human Emperor’s personal disciples had also come to the 
Nine Cauldron Land under his order. However, the Heaven Sage Human 
Emperor’s personal disciples did not travel together with Shen An. 

Neither Shen An nor his master knew the whereabouts of the Heaven Saint 
Human Emperor. 

But one thing was certain that when the Guardian Treasure Nine Cauldrons 
appeared, the Heaven Sage Human Emperor would appear as well. 

So, Huang Xiaolong only needed to concentrate on inquiring about the Nine 
Cauldrons, and it would soon lead him to the Heaven Sage Human Emperor. 

Huang Xiaolong then turned his attention to the many Gods of Creation in the 
hall. 

Deterred by the strength Huang Xiaolong had shown thus far, the Gods of 
Creation who had come to participate in the birthday banquet had withdrawn 
to the sides of the hall. Their hearts tightened as Huang Xiaolong’s gaze 
swept past them. 

An overwhelming aura spread from Huang Xiaolong’s body, covering the 
entire Peng Family Manor, and every person within the manor crouched to the 
ground in fear. 

With a casual wave of Huang Xiaolong’s hand, all these present Gods of 
Creation’s dao souls were instantly branded by his dao soul mark. 



Although these God of Creation experts weren’t all that powerful, none of 
them had battle power above ten billion, but fortunately, there was a large 
number of people, over seven to eight hundred of them. With these people 
helping him to inquire news, Huang Xiaolong would immediately know once 
the Nine Cauldrons appeared. 

As for Wang Kaifei, Shen An, and experts from the Saint Heaven Palace, and 
Wang Family, Huang Xiaolong put all of them under his control as one more 
person added a little bit more strength. 

“Go look for clues,” Huang Xiaolong ordered after he had everyone under his 
control, sending everyone out to search for news and clues related to the Nine 
Cauldrons. 

The Gods of Creation complied and each sped away after respectfully saluting 
Huang Xiaolong. With their departures, the Peng Family Manor was much 
quieter. 

Peng Xian, Peng Ze, and the others stood nervously, looking ill at ease. 

Huang Xiaolong looked at the nervous Peng Xian, chuckling softly, “Peng 
Xian, I have disturbed your birthday celebration banquet, so take this peak-
grade universe origin spiritual vein as compensation.” He took out a peak-
grade universe origin spiritual vein as he said so. 

Peng Xian panicked hearing Huang Xiaolong’s words, shaking his hands in a 
hurry. “No, no, Lord, you subdued Wang Kaifei and the others, saving our 
Peng Family from top to bottom. I, Peng Xian, am unable to repay your grace. 
How could I take any compensation from you? If the Lord does not mind, the 
Peng Family is willing to serve you with all we can!” 

Even though Huang Xiaolong had branded Wang Kaifei, Shen An, and the 
others’ dao souls with his soul mark, he had skipped the Peng Family in the 
process. 

At Huang Xiaolong’s current strength, he wasn’t afraid that any of the Peng 
Family would leak a word out about him. 

Looking at the group of Peng Family’s experts kneeling on the floor, Huang 
Xiaolong told them to stand up, and he nodded his head in agreement to the 
Peng Family’s submission. 



Upon obtaining Huang Xiaolong’s acceptance, Peng Xian was thrilled beyond 
words, and kowtowed in gratitude to Huang Xiaolong. Wang Kaifei, Shen An, 
and the others were forcefully controlled by Huang Xiaolong, whereas their 
Peng Family submitted voluntarily. Hence, the Peng Family’s status in front of 
Huang Xiaolong was naturally different. 

After accepting Peng Xian’s submission, Huang Xiaolong gave him the peak-
grade universe-origin spiritual vein he had taken out earlier. Peng Xian 
hesitated but accepted it in the end, and got down on his knees again, 
thanking Huang Xiaolong. 

Huang Xiaolong stayed at the Peng Family Manor as he waited for news. In 
the meantime, he began studying the Nameless Devil Mirror’s thirteen 
universes’ esoterics and laws. 

As news of the Nine Cauldrons’ impending appearance spread, there was an 
influx of God of Creation experts from other lands into the Nine Cauldron 
Land. At any other time, experts breaking the ten billion mark rarely appear in 
public in a million years, but now, with the rumors of the Nine Cauldron 
appearing, even experts of twenty billion mark had emerged from seclusions. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t care about these influxes of the Gods of Creation into 
the Nine Cauldron Land as he was only concerned about the Heaven Sage 
Human Emperor’s whereabouts at the moment. 

Two months went by in the blink of an eye. 

On this day, Huang Xiaolong suddenly received a message from Shen An. 

“The Nine Cauldron has appeared! At the Big River Mountain!” Huang 
Xiaolong stood up immediately after reading the message. 

The Big River Mountain was a famous strange mountain in the Nine Cauldron 
Land, and it was located a short distance from the Imperial Dragon City. On 
the Universe Boat at full speed, it would only take three to four days. 

Without wasting time, Huang Xiaolong tore up space and left the Peng Family 
Manor. 

After Huang Xiaolong left the Peng Family Manor, he took out the Universe 
Boat and sailed it to its fastest speed towards the Big River Mountain. 



Under Huang Xiaolong’s effort, the Universe Boat turned into a streak of 
golden light, traversing through space at unbelievable speed that even experts 
of ten billion mark wouldn’t be able to capture the boat’s movements. Experts 
across these cities merely detected strong ripples in space, but it recovered 
almost immediately, causing them to think they probably hallucinated it. 

When Huang Xiaolong finally reached the Big River Mountain three days later, 
the area was already crowded with experts from various forces. On the 
mountain peaks nearby,experts were gathered from various celestial empires 
and cities, and there were experts from the Nine Cauldron Land as well as 
other lands. 

There was a crystal clear river winding around the Big River Mountain with the 
waters roiling endlessly. At this time, the river surface was boiling and there 
were rays of auspicious light shining from the bottom of the river. This was a 
clear sign that a treasure was about to appear. 

Huang Xiaolong was calm. He did not check out the river but spread his 
senses, staying alert as he waited for the Heaven Sage Human Emperor to 
appear. 
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Chapter 3742: Do You Know Who You Are Talking To? 

More experts arrived at the Big River Mountain as time passed, and amongst 
them weren’t any hegemons with less resounding reputations. 

“Old Granny Void!” 

The crowd stirred when an abrupt cry rang in the air as an old woman with a 
head of gray-silver hair approached from the distant sky, holding a cane with a 
dragon head carving as the grip. She was born with a pair of clear-cut phoenix 
eyes, and despite her gray-silver hair, her complexion was ruddy, and she 
didn’t look older than a middle-aged woman in her fifties, exuding an 
indescribable allure and charm. 

Old Granny Void was not a native of Nine Cauldron Land. She was an expert 
of twenty-billion mark from the neighboring land. Even though her reputation 
was not as loud as the Heaven Sage Human Emperor, she was capable of 



holding her own, and she was a supreme existence who could deter many 
other similar experts in this region. 

In the Unknown Space, the Ferocious Devil, Green Ghost, Dragon Overlord, 
God of Death, Zhu Chen, and Jian Wushuang were the only six experts who 
had broken the twenty billionth mark. However, there were certainly more 
such experts in the Origin Universe. 

Though they were not as many as the white cabbages sold on the streets, 
there were at least two such experts on each land. 

Old Granny Void’s arrival seemed to dampen the atmosphere slightly. 

“Even an expert like Old Granny Void has come, so we definitely have no 
hope of getting the Nine Cauldrons.” 

“I’ve heard even Senior Heaven Sage Human Emperor would come in 
person!” 

“What?! Senior Heaven Sage Human Emperor?!!” 

“That’s right, Senior Heaven Sage Human Emperor is obsessed with refining 
pills, and he has been searching for a suitable divine cauldron. Now that the 
Nine Cauldrons is about to appear, isn’t it natural that he is tempted? He sent 
Saint Heaven Palace’s experts to inquire about the Nine Cauldrons’ 
appearance a few months back.” 

Hearing that the Heaven Sage Human Emperor might appear in person, 
families’ patriarchs grasping on a stroke of luck nipped their thoughts in the 
buds. 

Although there was a saying that a peerless treasure like the Nine Cauldrons 
would choose the fated person, this kind of saying, fate or even luck were 
irrelevant before a supreme expert like the Heaven Sage Human. 

Who had the guts to compete for the Nine Cauldrons against an expert like 
the Heaven Sage Human Emperor? Wasn’t that the same as banging one’s 
head at the door with a fervor, looking to die? 

While experts in the crowd talked in hushed whispers, a powerful momentum 
approached from the horizon, and this powerful momentum swept through the 
land. 



A middle-aged man of burly build and imposing aura, carrying a big blade, 
arrived with the wind howling behind him. 

Everyone froze when this person appeared, even Old Granny Void’s 
nonchalant expression stiffened slightly. 

“Domineering Blade Xihu!” 

The Domineering Blade Xihu was another twenty billion mark expert. In fact, 
he had reached the twenty-one billion mark, which was above Old Granny 
Void. 

It was not strange that Old Granny Void didn’t appreciate Domineering Blade 
Xihu appearing in this place at this time. 

Huang Xiaolong watched as he waited calmly. 

As time passed, three more experts of the twenty-billion mark appeared. 

One of them, the Supreme Golden Devourer, had also reached the twenty-
one billion mark. 

Until now, five experts with twenty billion mark and above had arrived, keeping 
the ancient races’ experts and families’ patriarchs at the ten billion mark 
fidgeting on their toes. The initially rowdy crowd had quieted down 
considerably. 

Old Granny Void, Domineering Blade Xihu, and Supreme Golden Devourer’s 
group of three stood high in the air above the Big River Mountain’s winding 
river, staring fixedly at the river. 

The auspicious rays shining out from the riverbed had grown stronger and 
brighter, as if signaling that the Nine Cauldrons was very close to emerging. It 
wouldn't take more than ten minutes. 

Experts waiting on the surrounding mountain peaks looked on with feverish 
gazes, but none of them dared to move closer because of the five experts in 
the air, and all they could do was watch from afar. 

Huang Xiaolong too was watching from a distance away. 

Looking at the increasingly strong rays of light from the river, Huang Xiaolong 
frowned. The Heaven Sage Human Emperor isn’t coming? 



The Nine Cauldrons was that close to surfacing, and if the Heaven Sage 
Human Emperor wanted this cauldron, he should have arrived by now. 

Huang Xiaolong’s three dao souls’ senses spread, but he still did not detect 
the Heaven Sage Human Emperor’s aura. 

Just as Huang Xiaolong was about to recover his dao souls’ power, he let out 
a low exclamation of surprise. He looked towards the horizon and saw a 
majestic palace flying in the Big River Mountain’s direction. 

This palace was more than enormous and obnoxiously enormous. Precious 
materials were inlaid on the roofs and walls of the palace, exceeding 
thousands in number, and they were glowing of prism colors. These precious 
materials were nothing in Huang Xiaolong’s eyes, but to experts of twenty 
billion mark, any one of these items was a significant temptation. 

The present Gods of Creation were stunned for a second, but the faces of 
several families’ ancestors changed greatly as they recognized the owner of 
the palace. 

Even Old Granny Void, Domineering Blade Xihu, and Supreme Golden 
Devourer’s group of three looked unprecedentedly solemn. 

“Treasure Saint Palace!” 

Treasure Saint Palace! 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s palace! 

There were numerous ancient races in the Origin Universe, and the human 
race was the biggest race. The human race had ten Human Emperors, and so 
far, they were entitled the human race’s ten most powerful experts. 

The Heaven Sage Human Emperor that Huang Xiaolong was searching for 
was an expert breaking the twenty-seven billionth mark, but amongst the ten 
Human Emperors, he ranked at the bottom ten. 

Whereas, the Treasure Sage Human Emperor ranked sixth among the ten 
Human Emperors! 

He was an expert breaking the twenty-eight billionth mark. More accurately, it 
was the 28.2 billion mark. 



Since the Treasure Saint Palace had arrived, inside had to be the Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor! 

This explained the ugly expressions on Old Granny Void, Domineering Blade 
Xihu, and the others’ faces. 

Although the five of them were experts of twenty-billion mark, it was the 
devastating truth that the five of them were only worth one palm strike from 
the Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

The Treasure Saint Palace’s speed didn’t seem to be very fast, but before it 
arrived, a large part of the crowd of experts were kneeling on their knees in 
salute. 

Even patriarchs with nineteen-billion mark were on their knees, only Old 
Granny Void, Domineering Blade Xihu, and the other three dared to remain 
standing at this point. 

Even so, the five of them lowered their heads, bowing to show respect 
towards the Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

Only Huang Xiaolong stood straight as if he didn’t notice the Treasure Sage 
Human Emperor’s arrival. 

Many noticed Huang Xiaolong and were flabbergasted. 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor was one of the human race’s top ten 
Human Emperors. He was the pillar of strength and belief of the human race. 
Some present families’ patriarchs and ancient races’ patriarchs were outraged 
that Huang Xiaolong didn’t salute to show proper respect for the Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor. 

Before anyone could utter a word, the crowd saw Huang Xiaolong take a step 
forward in the Treasure Saint Palace’s direction. 

Everyone looked like the cat had got their tongues. 

Old Granny Void and the others exchanged a baffled look, each thinking the 
same thing. Is this young man related to the Treasure Sage Human Emperor? 

Huang Xiaolong arrived in front of the flying palace while everyone had still to 
react. As the Treasure Saint Palace looked like it was going to ram into Huang 



Xiaolong, an invisible power surged out from his body, directly stopping the 
Treasure Saint Palace in its tracks. 

“Ei!” A low exclamation of surprise sounded from inside the Treasure Saint 
Palace. 

Old Granny Void was genuinely shocked that Huang Xiaolong stopped the 
Treasure Saint Palace in its tracks. 

“Young man, which family are you from?” From inside the Treasure Saint 
Palace, the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s majestic voice sounded. The 
questioning and condescending manner in his tone was obvious to all. 

Huang Xiaolong did not answer. Instead, he stated placidly, “The Heaven 
Sage Human Emperor must have known that you’re coming that he didn’t 
show up, but even though it’s you, the result will be the same.” 

It was because the Treasure Sage Human Emperor too had entered the inner 
hall of the Devil Mirror Palace. 

Listening to Huang Xiaolong’s words that made no sense in their ears, the 
crowd showed similar baffled expressions. 

Huang Xiaolong continued, “My question to you is, what did you see after 
entering the Devil Mirror Palace? Describe to me in detail everything you saw 
inside the Devil Mirror Palace.” 

Laughter came from inside the Treasure Saint Palace. “I am to describe 
everything to you in detail? Listening to your tone, it sounds like I have no 
choice but to do as you say. Young man, do you know who you’re talking to?” 
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Chapter 3743: From Under Which Rock Did He Crawl Out? 

The calmness on Huang Xiaolong’s face remained as it was. “Then, do you 
know who are you talking to?” 



The Treasure Sage Human Emperor was taken aback as he looked at Huang 
Xiaolong’s fearless attitude, and his nonchalant tone. He sounded a little 
surprised as he asked, “Who are you then?” 

“Huang Xiaolong,” Huang Xiaolong stated his name. 

Huang Xiaolong? 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor and the surrounding experts were 
slightly dumbfounded. 

One of the family’s old ancestors laughed abruptly, “Here I was thinking this 
brat is some world-shaking big shot!” He then joked with the experts close to 
him, “Huang Xiaolong? Have you guys heard of him?” 

Those around him shook their heads. 

“Never heard of him!” Another family’s old ancestor snickered, “Probably 
crawled out from under a rock somewhere!” 

More joined in the laughter. 

Even Old Granny Void and the other four couldn’t resist raising the corners of 
their mouths. 

“Master, please allow this disciple to send this person packing so as not to 
disturb the master anymore.” At this time, a clear voice of a female disciple 
inside the Treasure Saint Palace traveled out. Obviously, she was one of the 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s female disciples. 

“Alright,” the Treasure Sage Human Emperor agreed with a nod of his head. 

Right at this time, the auspicious rays from the river intensified a notch, and 
the vigorous flowing currents split in the middle as a giant golden cauldron 
soared out from the river. 

“It’s the guardian treasure, Nine Cauldrons!” A voice cut across the air. 

The various families’ and ancient races’ old ancestors immediately became 
spirited, searching the air with burning gazes. 

Although the present families’ and ancient races’ patriarchs revealed their 
desires, no one dared to make a move, including Old Granny Void, 



Domineering Blade Xihu, and others. The five people looked towards the 
Treasure Saint Palace. 

Seeing that the Nine Cauldrons had emerged from the river, the Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor couldn’t be bothered with Huang Xiaolong anymore. 
His palm reached out to grab the golden cauldron but there was someone 
faster than him. The suction force from Huang Xiaolong’s palm latched onto 
the Nine Cauldrons and pulled it back towards him. As it flew towards Huang 
Xiaolong, the Nine Cauldrons shrunk in size, being suppressed by Huang 
Xiaolong’s three worlds’ cosmos energy. 

This action completely stunned everyone present. 

“Preposterous!” 

“Courting death!” 

The Treasure Sage Human was furious that a brat dared to compete with him 
for the Nine Cauldrons, and his palms struck towards Huang Xiaolong across 
space. A mountain-sized palm imprint appeared and slapped down on Huang 
Xiaolong. 

As a supreme expert breaking the 28.2 billion mark, one could imagine the 
force of the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s attack in a fury. Watching the 
palm imprint falling down on Huang Xiaolong, Old Granny Void and the others 
backed away in panic, afraid they would be implicated by the Treasure Sage 
Human Emperor’s attack. 

Huang Xiaolong looked at the palm imprint that was falling down on him, but 
he was clearly unperturbed. He raised his hand that went straight through and 
unimpeded the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s palm force! 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s palm force brushed against Huang 
Xiaolong’s palm like a gentle breeze. 

Then, everyone saw Huang Xiaolong easily pulling a person out of the 
Treasure Saint Palace and flinging him down on the Big River Mountain. 

The Big River Mountain rumbled and quaked, and cracks began to run across 
the indomitable Big River Mountain that had been standing since ancient 
times. Cracks large and small started from the mountain peak and spread in 
all directions. 



But the crowd’s attention was not on the Big River Mountain. Instead, all 
gazes were fixed on the person that Huang Xiaolong dug out from the 
Treasure Saint Palace and flung onto the Big River Mountain! 

The person who Huang Xiaolong threw onto the Big River Mountain was 
someone clad in golden-purple brocade robe embroidered with a majestic 
dragon. There was an imperial and unique treasure qi around the middle-aged 
man. 

“Treasure Sage Human Emperor!” Old Granny Void shrieked in astonishment. 

The middle-aged man pulled out by Huang Xiaolong from the Treasure Saint 
Palace was none other than the Treasure Sage Human Emperor himself! 

Those who had never seen the Treasure Sage Human Emperor ashened 
when they heard Old Granny Void’s high-pitched shriek. 

That person thrown onto the Big River Mountain peak, looking disheveled and 
covered in dust, is the Treasure Sage Human Emperor?! 

Looking at Huang Xiaolong again, the various families’ and ancient races’ old 
ancestors’ hearts gave birth to fear. It wasEspecially the few that mocked 
Huang Xiaolong and said he crawled out from under a rock earlier, looking 
pale as a ghost. 

Almost at the same time, several figures flew out from the Treasure Saint 
Palace in a hurry. 

“Master!” 

“Your Majesty!” 

For a moment, the Treasure Saint Palace’s experts were running around like 
headless flies, unsure of what to do. 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor raised his hand, signaling the Treasure 
Saint Palace’s experts not to come over as he got up from the ground. 
Dazzling lights rippled over him, as he shook off the dust and dirt off him. 

Under the crowd’s attention, the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s robe 
fluttered without wind, and a golden light gleamed in his pupils. His unique 



treasure qi soared to the sky and ten thousand precious pearls appeared 
around him. 

It was a myriad of pearls. 

There were the primordial dragon pearl, Eye of Qilin, and Heart of the Golden 
Phoenix amongst these pearls, exuding an overwhelming coercive aura. 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor was called the Treasure Saint because 
he had a habit of collecting all kinds of treasures, and his main preference 
was collecting all kinds of precious and powerful pearls in the world. He then 
proceeded to forge these pearls into an unfathomable grand formation 
consisting of ten thousand pearls! 

Some claimed this pearl formation was stronger than any guardian treasures. 

However, only a few people had actually seen the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor using this set of pearl formations, because there were even fewer 
people that could make the Treasure Sage Human Emperor resort to using it. 

The Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s body slowly rose into the air, and the 
thousands of pearls around him rose with him, flying in circles around him and 
glowing in various colors. 

“I very rarely use this set of pearl formation,” the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor said with a deadpan expression as he looked straight at Huang 
Xiaolong. “Ever since it was successfully refined, I have only used it twice, 
and today is the third time!” 

His original plan was to get the Nine Cauldrons to reforge this set of pearl 
formations to increase its power to another degree. 

Huang Xiaolong glanced at the glowing pearls around him, and stated 
placidly, “You only have one chance to attack!” 

Every single of these pearls contained amazing power, and it was even more 
so after being forged into one grand formation. But in Huang Xiaolong’s eyes, 
it was nothing more than a decoration, and it was even worse than his 
collection of universe treasures. 

Hearing Huang Xiaolong say that he only had one chance to attack, Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor’s face distorted for a split second. He had never been 



so insulted, and even the top of the ten Human Emperors, the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor, had never underestimated him like this. 

Treasure Sage Human Emperor spurred the cosmos energy of his world, and 
glaring lights burst out from the pearls around him as he activated the 
formation. 

Glaring rays convened in midair and shot towards Huang Xiaolong. 

Huang Xiaolong merely raised his hand and waved gently to disperse the 
beam of light coming at him. At the same time, the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor appeared above Huang Xiaolong and directed the pearl formation to 
slam down. 

These pearls contained layers of formation inscribed personally by the 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor. They slammed down at full force, and the 
immediate space warped from pressure. The land under Huang Xiaolong’s 
feet was reduced to dust, turning into a bottomless abyss. 

But Huang Xiaolong didn’t spare a look at these pearls, and directly punched 
upwards, sending all the pearls flying. The pearls scattered and crashed in 
different directions, reducing mountains to rubble, and more than a few people 
spotted cracks on these pearls! 

After releasing one punch, Huang Xiaolong took a step forward and came 
face-to-face with the Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

Treasure Sage Human Emperor was shocked but reacted swiftly, punching 
out with both his fists. 
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Chapter 3744: Abducting the Treasure Sage Human Emperor 

Huang Xiaolong let the fists land on his body, and at the same time, he struck 
out with his palm at the Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

Shocked faces dominated the crowd watching Huang Xiaolong’s action. Is 
that young man planning to exchange injury for injury against the Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor? 



When the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s fists landed on Huang Xiaolong’s 
body, a barrier formed from the Thirteen Universes appeared around Huang 
Xiaolong. 

Boom! 

Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s fists’ force hit on the Thirteen Universes’ 
shadows instead. 

At the same time, Huang Xiaolong’s palm directly sent Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor flying, smashing an enormous hole in the Big River Mountain base. 
The Big River Mountain that was already on the verge of crumbling with 
cracks running through it, completely crumbled into pieces. 

The crowd looked at the phantom images of the Thirteen Universes around 
Huang Xiaolong in astonishment and utter disbelief. Huang Xiaolong took on 
the full force of Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s two punches and stood 
unscathed! 

In truth, Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s punches did not hit Huang 
Xiaolong, hence, Huang Xiaolong was completely unaffected. The impact was 
blocked by the Thirteen Universes’ barrier. 

In recent years, Huang Xiaolong had been researching the esoterics and laws 
of the Nameless Devil Mirror’s Thirteen Universes, which contributed 
significantly to the perfection and completion of his own universe. Now, when 
Huang Xiaolong circulated the Universe Transformation Art, he could employ 
the Thirteen Universes’ esoterics and laws to condense the thirteen universes’ 
barrier when facing his enemy. 

This was the first time Huang Xiaolong used the Thirteen Universes’ esoterics 
and laws to form a barrier against his opponent, and its power greatly 
exceeded Huang Xiaolong’s estimation. 

Originally, Huang Xiaolong thought that the barrier could block most of 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s attack and remnants of it would land on 
him, but the amount of energy that reached him just now was less than twenty 
percent. In other words, the Thirteen Universes’ barrier blocked off eighty 
percent of Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s attack. 



Huang Xiaolong’s current physical defenses were more than sufficient to 
withstand twenty percent of Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s attack, 
therefore, as everyone saw, he was unharmed. 

The shock Old Granny Void, Domineering Blade Xihu, and the Supreme 
Golden Devourer’s group of three received after seeing Huang Xiaolong 
standing still unharmed was bigger than others present. 

Because they were clearer than other ancient races’ and families’ experts 
about how terrifying the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s strength was. 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor was born with an innate Treasure Physique. 
It was the highest grade of Treasure Physique in the entire Origin Universe, 
and it possessed formidable explosive power. Not to mention the various 
treasures the Treasure Sage Human Emperor had used over the years to 
temper and strengthen his body. Under the support of countless resources, 
his physical body was comparable to some 29.1 billion mark experts. Yet 
Huang Xiaolong was unscathed after being hit by his fists! 

On the contrary, it was the Treasure Sage Human Emperor who crashed into 
the bottom of Big River Mountain from Huang Xiaolong’s strike! 

Even though Treasure Sage Human Emperor was buried under a heap of 
rocks and stones, they spotted the palm print on his body! This palm print 
covered Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s entire torso, and his chest had 
caved in from the palm strike! 

Strong as Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s physique is, his chest actually 
caved in under that palm strike! Needless to say, all his ribs must be broken. 

The Treasure Saint Palace’s experts couldn’t believe their eyes. 

The ten Human Emperors were the human race’s pillar of strength and belief 
in the Origin Universe, and Treasure Sage Human Emperor was the Treasure 
Saint Palace’s sky! 

Now, the sky had fallen. 

Fear and unease that they had never felt before gripped their hearts, making 
them feel lost, angry, and helpless, with all kinds of emotions jumbled up. 

Especially, Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s one particular female disciple 
looked shocked and infuriated as she glared daggers at Huang Xiaolong. She 



was the one who said she’d pack Huang Xiaolong away so as not to disturb 
the Treasure Sage Human Emperor earlier. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t bother with the array of complicated, anguished faces 
of Treasure Saint Palace’s experts. After he put away the Nine Cauldrons, he 
arrived in front of the Treasure Sage Human Emperor in one step and pulled 
the man up into the air. 

“You—! Let go of my master!” the female disciple shouted as she rushed up 
toward Huang Xiaolong. 

But before she even got closer, she was repelled by the pulse of energy from 
Huang Xiaolong’s body. 

Raising Treasure Sage Human Emperor up by the collar, Huang Xiaolong tore 
up space and disappeared from sight faster than one could blink. 

Old Granny Void, Domineering Blade Xihu, and Supreme Golden Devourer’s 
group wanted to chase after Huang Xiaolong by tracing his aura, but they 
soon discovered that both Huang Xiaolong and Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor’s aura had disappeared completely. 

The experts left behind looked at each other in confusion, wondering what 
they should do. 

Things ended… just like this? 

Neither Old Granny Void nor any of the other four experts got a chance to 
compete for the Nine Cauldrons, nor did Treasure Sage Human Emperor. All 
they knew was that the Nine Cauldron was taken away by a mysterious young 
man of unknown origins except that he was called Huang Xiaolong! 

Not only that, but the Treasure Sage Human Emperor was also injured and 
taken away! 

A human race expert of Treasure Sage Human Emperor level was taken 
away, and it was probably the first time something like this ever happened. 

“That Huang Xiaolong… Judging from his words, his target must have been 
the Heaven Sage Human Emperor, but since the Heaven Sage Human 
Emperor did not come, did the Treasure Sage Human Emperor became his 



substitute target?” Domineering Blade Xihu recalled what Huang Xiaolong 
said in the beginning and said it out loud. 

When Huang Xiaolong had blocked the Treasure Saint Palace’s path, he had 
mentioned that since the Heaven Sage Human Emperor had not come, the 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor would do as well. 

“What purpose does he have in taking away Lord Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor?” The Supreme Golden Devourer voiced his doubt. 

There’s a grudge between them? 

But it doesn’t look like it, because they do not know each other. Then, Huang 
Xiaolong did not come for vengeance. Had that been the case, he wouldn't 
have merely snatched away the Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

“Perhaps, he wants to find out some secret from the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor?” Old Granny Void deduced. She could probably guess what secret 
it related to. 

“Princess, what do we do now?” one of the Treasure Saint Palace’s Eminent 
Elder asked the female disciple. 

“We will seek help from the Lord Dragon Sage Human Emperor to judge 
fairness for us!” The Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s female disciple 
decided. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor was the most powerful of the human 
race’s cultivators, and he was an existence infinitely close to becoming the 
God of Universe. 

…… 

Half a day after Huang Xiaolong took away Treasure Sage Human Emperor, 
they came to a desert island. He simply threw the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor after sealing his strength. 

Treasure Sage Human Emperor glared ferociously at Huang Xiaolong from 
the ground. “Who are you really? Why did you kidnap me? We ten Human 
Emperors are of one mind. Therefore, kidnapping me means the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor and the others will come hunting for you soon.” 



“Dragon Sage Human Emperor? I’m looking forward to meeting him,” Huang 
Xiaolong responded with a hint of apprehension. 

The Origin Universe’s Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s strength was 
comparable to Old Man Fortune, maybe even half a notch stronger than Old 
Man Fortune. If the Dragon Sage Human Emperor really came for him, Huang 
Xiaolong was truly interested to have a battle with him. 

Although the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was the number one human race 
expert, he was not the number one expert in the Origin Universe. In the whole 
Origin Universe, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor ranked second. 

After all, apart from the human race, there were countless other ancient races 
in the Origin Universe. 

Huang Xiaolong did not waste time talking about irrelevant matters with the 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor. He directly branded Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor’s dao soul with his soul mark, however, branding his soul mark in an 
expert at Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s level took a little bit more time and 
effort. 
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Although the process required a little bit more time and effort than usual, it 
didn’t take long for Huang Xiaolong to successfully break through Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor’s dao soul’s defenses and brand it with his mark. 

Huang Xiaolong then ‘viewed’ the Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s 
memories. 

From Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s memories, Huang Xiaolong soon 
found the memories relevant to the Devil Mirror Palace. 

The nameless devil mirror inside the Devil Mirror Palace had five pointed 
corners like a pentagon, and it looked a little like the bagua that Huang 
Xiaolong was familiar with. The edges of the mirror were dense and there 
were intricate runes that seemed to originate from the same source as his 



nameless devil mirror. Runes, esoterics, and laws of the universe were all 
rolled into one. 

However, the Devil Mirror Palace’s devil mirror was almost twice the size of 
his own nameless devil mirror, and other than that, there was no difference 
between the two. 

Upon confirming this, Huang Xiaolong’s heart raced. 

As he had guessed before, that devil mirror and his nameless mirror were like 
mother and son. If all details on both devil mirrors were exactly the same, and 
once he truly comprehended the Origin Universe, and the Thirteen Universes’ 
esoterics and laws, he would be able to step into Universe God Realm. 

“Fragments of the devil mirror,” Huang Xiaolong muttered under his breath. 

From Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s memories, Huang Xiaolong also 
learned that there were three people who had obtained similar devil mirror 
fragments inside the Devil Mirror Palace’s inner hall. 

There was a rumor claiming that if one could completely comprehend the 
mysteries inside a devil mirror fragment, it would greatly raise one’s chances 
of comprehending the devil mirror itself. 

One of the three people who obtained a piece of devil mirror fragment was 
none other than the Dragon Sage Human Emperor. 

Another person was the Lord of Ghost Desert, the third-ranked expert of the 
Origin Universe. His strength was only second to the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor, but his whereabouts had always been mysterious. From the 
beginning of Origin Universe to date, he hadn’t appeared more than ten times 
in public. 

The third and final person was the Origin Universe’s strongest cultivator, Yuan 
Fang! 

Yuan Fang was the monarch of all Orign Universe’s origin beasts! 

Yet, no one ever knew who origin beast Yuan Fang really was. 

Huang Xiaolong’s pupils glimmered as he fell into contemplation. The Lord of 
Ghost Desert’s whereabouts were unknown, hence it was impossible for him 



to find him in a short time. Yuan Fang’s strength was no weaker than the 
Black Nether King, so it wouldn’t be easy for him to snatch the devil mirror 
fragment off Yuan Fang’s hand. 

Therefore, Huang Xiaolong set his sights on the target with the highest 
chance of succeeding, and he was none other than the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor. 

As long as he obtained the devil mirror fragment, when coupled with his 
nameless devil mirror, comprehending the Origin Universe’s devil mirror would 
be easier. 

Prior to entering half-step Universe God, his strength was comparable to Old 
Man Fortune, and now that he had advanced to half-step Universe God, 
Huang Xiaolong was confident he was strong enough to suppress Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor. 

However, Huang Xiaolong decided against looking for the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor. Even though he could suppress the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor with strength, he wasn’t absolutely certain that he could detain him. 

Currently, his comprehension of the Thirteen Universes’ esoterics and laws 
within the nameless devil mirror had reached perfection, but his 
comprehension was not thorough enough. Huang Xiaolong believed he could 
do so within one hundred thousand years. 

His strength would rise to another degree at the time, and capturing and 
detaining the Dragon Sage Human Emperor would be a certainty. 

Hence, Huang Xiaolong decided to push back looking for the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor until he had thoroughly comprehended the devil mirror’s 
Thirteen Universes esoterics and laws. 

Thus, Huang Xiaolong quickly laid out a supreme formation around the island 
and entered seclusion on the third level of the Universe Boat. He continued to 
comprehend the nameless devil mirror within. 

As for the Treasure Sage Human Emperor, Huang Xiaolong threw him into 
one of the spaces inside the Universe Boat and left him at that. 



Whilst Huang Xiaolong entered seclusion to further comprehend the devil 
mirror, the news that the Treasure Sage Human Emperor was injured by a 
youngster called Hunag Xiaolong shook the many lands in Origin Universe. 

If it was a common twenty billion mark cultivator who was injured and whisked 
away, it naturally wouldn’t garner this degree of attention, but the Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor was one of the human race’s pillars of belief! On top of 
that, he was a supreme expert at the twenty-eight billion mark. 

Yet, the Treasure Sage Human Emperor was injured by an unknown 
youngster called Huang Xiaolong! 

The news shook the whole Origin Universe, and it had reached that 
magnitude. 

When news of it spread, all the top forces of Origin Universe went searching 
for Huang Xiaolong and Treasure Sage Human Emperor’s whereabouts. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor even appeared personally, and gathered 
the other eight of the human race’s Human Emperors to discuss the matter. 
Later on, with the Dragon Sage Human Emperor taking the lead, orders were 
issued from the nine Human Emperors to find Huang Xiaolong and Treasure 
Sage Human Emperor. 

Somewhere in a deserted mountainous terrain in the Origin Universe sat a 
person who seemed to be completely condensed from the darkness. Yes, he 
was pitch-black from head to toe, and his facial features were nonexistent nor 
did he seem to have any eyes. He was the epitome of darkness from head to 
toe. Despite the darkness of his body, it did not taint the environment, and yet 
it felt as if the whole mountainous terrain were enshrouded by indescribable 
darkness. 

“Heihei!” 

“Huang Xiaolong!” 

“You’ve arrived at the Origin Universe at last!” 

“Looks like you’re also inquiring about the devil mirror, hopefully you won’t 
disappoint me when we meet again.” 

…… 



A hundred thousand years went by like a short dream. 

During this whole time, the Origin Universe’s human race cultivators had not 
given up on searching for Huang Xiaolong and the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor, but their efforts bore no results. 

Even though they failed to locate Huang Xiaolong and the Treasure Sage 
Human Emperor, none of the human race’s forces gave up. All of them were 
still exerting efforts and were hellbent on finding Huang Xiaolong and 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor. 

On this calm day out at the sea, glimmers of light lit up the surroundings of a 
certain deserted island, and moments later, a figure appeared. 

This person was Huang Xiaolong who had just come out of seclusion. 

In truth, he had thoroughly comprehended the nameless devil mirror’s 
Thirteen Universes’ esoterics and laws several thousand years ago, and he 
had been solidifying his new state. 

Huang Xiaolong looked around to get a bearing, then left the desert island in a 
streak of light, disappearing in the horizon in the blink of an eye. 

“Dragon Emperor Land!” He was Huang Xiaolong’s target this time. 

The Dragon Emperor Land was the sacred pilgrimage destination for the 
human race. It was the place with the biggest land surface in the Origin 
Universe, and also the land with the most experts. The Dragon Emperor Land 
was the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s territory. 

Similar to Huang Xiaolong, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was human but 
possessed the dragon race’s bloodline. 

Huang Xiaolong rushed to the Dragon Emperor Land on the Universe Boat 
without stopping. 

It was an understatement to say the Origin Universe was vast, and it took 
Huang Xiaolong more than a decade’s journey to reach the Dragon Emperor 
Land. 



Entering the Dragon Emperor Land, Huang Xiaolong could clearly feel the 
prosperity and vitality of the land. The architecture of the cities was decorated 
with one kind of dragon or another. 

“It is said that the Dragon Sage Human Emperor would be present at the 
Dragon Soul Mountain’s awakening this time!” 

“The Golden Gorge’s Devil Mirror Palace is about to appear. Could the 
Dragon Sage Human Emperor intend to obtain the Dragon Soul Mountain's 
dragon soul source before the Devil Mirror Palace appears?” 

“Probably, if the Dragon Sage Human Emperor could obtain the dragon soul 
source and refine it, his chances of comprehending the devil mirror would 
increase.” 
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“Dragon Soul Mountain?” Huang Xiaolong’s curiosity was piqued immediately. 

The Dragon Soul Mountain was the Dragon Emperor Land’s sacred land, and 
within the Dragon Soul Mountain was the Origin Universe’s most ancient 
dragon soul. This dragon soul was born around the same time as the Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor, but because of some circumstances or reason, this 
dragon soul had lost its physical body. 

This dragon soul had been living inside the Dragon Soul Mountain ever since, 
and it was referred to as the dragon source. If an expert with a dragon 
bloodline could capture this dragon soul to refine and absorb it, the benefits 
were unimaginable. 

However, absorbing and integrating the dragon soul into oneself was easier 
said than done, just like the Dragon Sage Human Emperor who had no 
success after so many years of trying. 

Due to the existence of this dragon soul source, many Dragon Race experts 
who lost their physical bodies in the Origin Universe would escape into the 
Dragon Soul Mountain to hide. As time passed, other than the initial dragon 



soul, there were other dragon souls of various levels in the Dragon Soul 
Mountain. 

At normal times, the Dragon Soul Mountain was enshrouded by the dragon 
soul source’s dragon qi. Hence, no one could enter the Dragon Soul 
Mountain. However, at every certain period, the dragon qi barrier around the 
Dragon Soul Mountain would weaken for some time. This is when the people 
outside the barrier said that Dragon Soul Mountain was awakening. During 
this awakening time frame, any God of Creation would be able to break into 
the Dragon Soul Mountain. 

Thus, during this time, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor and many God of 
Creation experts would swarm into the Dragon Soul Mountain to look for 
dragon souls suitable for themselves in order to tame and absorb them. This 
was all for increasing their strength. 

Huang Xiaolong’s pupils gleamed. Since the Dragon Sage Human Emperor 
would be going to the Dragon Soul Mountain, he didn’t need to make the long 
trip to the Dragon Emperor City. 

His current location wasn’t far from the said Dragon Soul Mountain, and it 
would take Huang Xiaolong only half a month to reach the mountain at most. 

Thus, Huang Xiaolong changed his destination and made his way to the 
Dragon Soul Mountain instead. 

Half a month later, Huang Xiaolong stood looking at the Dragon Soul 
Mountain some distance away. 

The Dragon Soul Mountain was actually a great mountain range that stretched 
into the horizon. At a single glance, one could hardly see the edge of it. No 
one could really tell how many miles of land made the Dragon Soul Mountain, 
except that the mountain range encompassed one-third of the Dragon 
Emperor Land! 

One-third of the land! 

On top of that, the Dragon Emperor Land has the biggest land surface in the 
Origin Universe. 



When Huang Xiaolong reached the Dragon Soul Mountain, the Dragon Soul 
Mountain had already awakened. Experts from various corners of Dragon 
Emperor Land and Origin Universe had rushed inside. 

Huang Xiaolong inquired around and learned the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor and experts from the Dragon Saint Palace had already gone into the 
Dragon Soul Mountain. 

Just as Huang Xiaolong was about to enter the Dragon Soul Mountain, a 
group of experts appeared and the leader was actually Domineering Blade 
Xihu. 

Domineering Blade Xihu was leading several hundred subordinates to enter 
the Dragon Soul Mountain when he spotted the familiar figure up ahead. A 
violent shiver ran down his body. 

“Huang Xiaolong!” Domineering Blade Xihu blurted out subconsciously, and 
because he was used to talking loudly, his exclamation was heard by many 
experts who were also entering the Dragon Soul Mountain. 

In an instant, the atmosphere outside the Dragon Soul Mountain exploded. 

“Huang Xiaolong? Is he the same Huang Xiaolong who kidnapped the 
Treasure Sage Human Emperor?!” 

“Which one is Huang Xiaolong?!!” 

“His Majesty Dragon Sage Human Emperor has ordered that anyone who 
finds Huang Xiaolong will be rewarded with ten peak-level Dragon Race’s 
universe origin spiritual veins! And they can also choose a treasure from the 
Dragon Emperor’s treasury!” 

After a brief moment of shock and disarray, almost all gazes followed 
Domineering Blade Xihu’s line of sight and locked onto Huang Xiaolong. 

All of a sudden, Huang Xiaolong became the center of attention among these 
thousands and thousands of experts. 

Huang Xiaolong furrowed in dislike. He turned and glanced at the 
Domineering Blade Xihu. Merely a glance caused Domineering Blade Xihu to 
plummet from high air. 



Fear was clearly written on Domineering Blade Xihu’s face, and pangs of 
regret twisted his gut, as he chided himself for his lack of control over his 
mouth. 

While Domineering Blade Xihu was filled with fear and regret, Huang Xiaolong 
turned and sped into the Dragon Soul Mountain, disappearing from sight in 
the blink of an eye. 

Domineering Blade Xihu was stupefied for a second. 

He initially thought that Huang Xiaolong suddenly looked at him to slap him! 

After all, the scene where Huang Xiaolong sent the Treasure Sage Human 
Emperor crashing into the base of Big River Mountain with one palm strike 
was still clear in his mind. 

Other experts were too stunned to react after Huang Xiaolong disappeared 
into the Dragon Soul Mountain, they exchanged glances, and none of them 
dared to chase after Huang Xiaolong in the end. Quite a few of them were 
experts over the twenty billion mark like Domineering Blade Xihu. 

Several hundred thousand experts stood silently even after Huang Xiaolong 
had left, but a while later, when everyone was certain that he had truly left, 
they were in a furor. 

“Huang Xiaolong actually came to Dragon Soul Mountain! What is he doing 
here? Is he coveting the dragon soul source?” a family’s old ancestor took a 
wild guess. 

“The dragon soul source belongs to His Majesty Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor. How dare he covet it? He is really overestimating himself!” 

“There are numerous Origin Universe experts in the Dragon Soul Mountain, 
yet Huang Xiaolong has the guts to show up here. He is seeking to die fast!” 

All the experts were talking about Huang Xiaolong. 

Before long, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor, who had entered the Dragon 
Soul Mountain earlier than Huang Xiaolong, learned that he had entered the 
mountain. 



“Oh, Huang Xiaolong is also here?” the Dragon Sage Human Emperor 
wondered out loud. 

“Huang Xiaolong’s got guts. Despite knowing that His Majesty is within the 
Dragon Soul Mountain, he dares to appear! From what others are saying, he 
should be here for the dragon soul source!” a Dragon Saint Palace’s marshal 
stated. 

“I say he’s purely here to die!” Another Dragon Saint Palace’s marshal 
sneered with disdain. 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor spoke objectively, “He must have a certain 
level of confidence since he dares to show up here. I must get the dragon soul 
source this time! Pass my order to obtain Huang Xiaolong’s exact location. 
After getting the dragon soul source, I will check him out myself.” 

“Yes, Your Majesty Dragon Sage Human Emperor!” 

…… 

Upon entering the Dragon Soul Mountain, Huang Xiaolong did not stop 
anywhere. His dao souls spread out as he moved deeper into the mountain, 
searching for the Dragon Sage Human Emperor. 

The dragon soul source was located in the deepest part of the mountain. 
Therefore, if the Dragon Sage Human Emperor wanted to get the dragon soul 
source, he would be heading in that direction. 

Along the way, Huang Xiaolong encountered more than a few powerful 
dragon souls. To the general half-step Universe God, these dragon souls 
were treasures, but to Huang Xiaolong, they were useless. 

As Huang Xiaolong did not conceal his aura or movements, the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor continuously received reports on his location. 

“Oh, Huang Xiaolong is coming to the deepest part of Dragon Soul 
Mountain?” Dragon Sage Human Emperor was surprised. “He really came for 
the Dragon soul source!” 

“Your Majesty, should this subordinate go and deal with Huang Xiaolong?” the 
Dragon Saint Palace’s grand marshal inquired. 



Dragon Sage Human Emperor shook his head. “There is no need. It is more 
important for me to integrate with the dragon soul source at this point. 
Moreover, even if all of you join hands, you might not be Huang Xiaolong’s 
match.” 

“Tell the people to continue watching Huang Xiaolong.” 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor continued advancing further with the experts 
from Dragon Saint Palace, while trying to sense the dragon soul source’s 
location with a dragon pearl he had refined. The group finally reached a huge 
cliff wall. 

This enormous cliff wall stretched several hundred thousand miles wide, and 
from afar, it looked like a barricade that prevented others from crossing and 
moving forward. 
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The Dragon Sage Human Emperor stared at the enormous cliff wall before 
him. Surging dragon qi appeared around him as he shouted towards it, “Ao 
Shan, stop hiding. This time, I will definitely subjugate you, and have you 
integrate into me.” 

Ao Shan was the name the dragon soul was born with. 

It was silent for a while after the Dragon Sage Human Emperor finished 
speaking, but they saw bright light emerging to the surface of the cliff wall 
after a while. 

A dragon condensed from golden light, and this was the dragon soul source, 
Ao Shan. 

“Ao Xuan, you think you’re capable of absorbing me?” the Dragon soul source 
Ao Shan sneered. “After so many years, you’re still dreaming when the sun is 
out!” 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor wasn’t angered by Ao Shan’s mocking words. 
“I couldn’t do so in the past, but this time, I have collected materials from the 



Origin Universe and outside of the Origin Universe that can suppress Dragon 
Race’s dragon souls. I spent several hundred million years forging a Dragon 
Soul Bind. With this Dragon Soul Bind, you won’t be able to escape from me!” 

A golden rope flew into the air as soon as he finished speaking. The golden 
rope wasn’t particularly thick but when the Dragon Sage Human Emperor 
channeled his dragon energy into it, the golden rope grew twice its size and 
length, standing vertically between heaven and earth as if it was about to bind 
the heavens. 

The golden rope exuded a faint but bright glow, and under the scope of the 
glow, the dragon soul source Ao Shan was pinned on the spot. 

Ao Xuan was genuinely alarmed. 

“The rest of you guard the surroundings, and don’t allow anyone to approach 
this place,” Dragon Sage Human Emperor ordered the Dragon Saint Palace’s 
experts. 

The Dragon Saint Palace’s experts respectfully complied and spread out a 
distance around the area to prohibit others from approaching. 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor waved his hands in the air as if he was 
orchestrating the golden rope. The golden rope wriggled in the air and formed 
a loop that went after the dragon soul Ao Shan. 

Just as the golden loop was reaching the cliff wall, the dragon light condensed 
by the dragon soul source burst in glaring rays of light that soared to the sky, 
and the startling dragon qi repelled off the Dragon Soul Bind. 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor was inwardly startled. 

This dragon soul has grown stronger again since the last time! 

“Ao Xuan, this Dragon Soul Bind of yours can indeed suppress me, but do you 
really think you can capture me based on some rope?” dragon soul Ao Shan 
sneered. “If you’re able to capture me relying on a mere rope, I won’t be called 
the dragon soul source.” 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor remained calm on the surface. “That’s because 
you still have not seen the true power of the Dragon Soul Bind!” 



“I will have you witness the true power of this Dragon Soul Bind!” Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor rose to the sky, standing in the middle of the Dragon 
Soul Bind. The golden rope coiled around him, and dragon qi from his body 
surged and spread into an ocean of dragon qi. Glaring lights dominated the 
sky as countless phantoms of divine dragons flew out from the Dragon Soul 
Bind. 

A shocking dragon might descend onto the land like a tsunami. 

“This is?!” Dragon soul Ao Shan couldn't help but exclaim in shock and 
burning anger, “Ao Xuan, in order to forge this Dragon Soul Bind, you killed so 
many God of Creation Realm dragons, your sins are unforgivable!” 

“Sins are unforgivable?!” Dragon Sage Human Emperor stood in the air with 
his hands clasped at his back. “Once I successfully comprehend the Devil 
Mirror Palace’s devil mirror, I can breakthrough to a Universe God. At that 
time, all the universes’ living beings will kneel before me, and I will rule them. 
Even Yuan Fang won’t be an exception. At that time, who will dare to say I 
have sinned?” 

As the Dragon Sage Human Emperor spoke, his hands moved, and the 
numerous divine dragons’ souls formed the Grand Formation of Dragon. The 
Grand Formation of Dragon locked the immediate space around the dragon 
soul source Ao Shan. Ao Shan distinctly felt his strength and body being 
greatly suppressed, reducing his agility. 

Dragon Sage Human Emperor blurred in a flicker and appeared above the 
dragon soul source with the Dragon Spear in his hand thrusting downward. 

Dragon soul source Ao Shan struck out with his claw in panic. 

In the past, his strike could easily scatter the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s 
spear qi, but this time around, the spear qi pierced through his attack and 
landed on his palm. 

“Ao Xuan, you’re relying on the Dragon Soul Bind to suppress me, but you 
yourself have no ability!” the dragon soul source roared. 

“A win is a win. To me, the process is not important,” the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor stated nonchalantly. 



“You’re right. A win is a win, and the process is not important,” right at this 
time, a voice repeated the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s words, applauding 
in agreement. 

Both the Dragon Sage Human Emperor and dragon soul source were startled 
by the unexpected voice. 

“Who is it?!” Dragon Saint Palace’s experts barked curtly from the four 
directions. 

A figure approached leisurely from the horizon. He was a young man, and he 
reached the enormous cliff wall in the blink of an eye. 

“Stop right there!” 

A Dragon Saint Palace’s marshal shouted, trying to stop the intruder in his 
tracks, but no one saw what Huang Xiaolong did, and in the next second, that 
marshal was knocked into the air, and he fell into a dirt puddle not far away. 

The air seemed to solidify. 

That Dragon Saint Palace marshall was a supreme expert with 23.1 billion 
mark battle strength. 

A thought flashed in the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s mind as he stared at 
the uninvited visitor. “Are you Huang Xiaolong?” 

Other Dragon Saint Palace experts were shocked to hear that. 

Only the dragon soul source Ao Shan seemed baffled as he had never heard 
of Huang Xiaolong’s name. 

That’s right, the young man was Huang Xiaolong. 

Huang Xiaolong continued to walk forward, bypassing the Dragon Saint 
Palace’s experts and stood meters from the Dragon Sage Human Emperor. 
“Yes, I am Huang Xiaolong.” 

He glanced at the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s Dragon Soul Bind and the 
dragon soul source. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor frowned slightly at Huang Xiaolong’s 
abrupt appearance as he was on the verge of successfully capturing the 



dragon soul source with the Dragon Soul Bind. Who knew the most crucial 
moment would be interrupted by Huang Xiaolong? 

Huang Xiaolong easily defeated the Treasure Sage Human Emperor, proving 
that he was no walkover, and his strength was probably comparable to the 
second-ranked Human Emperor, the Buddha Sage Human Emperor. It would 
be troublesome if Huang Xiaolong joined hands with the dragon soul source. 

“Huang Xiaolong, you’re also here for the dragon soul force?” the Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor asked in a sullen tone. “How about this? We can 
cooperate to capture this dragon soul source and divide it between the two of 
us. I will take eighty percent and you can take twenty.” 

But Huang Xiaolong shook his head and stated, “I didn’t come for the dragon 
soul source.” 

Didn’t come for the dragon soul source? 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor and Dragon Saint Palace’s experts had 
not expected that. 

Huang Xiaolong then said to the Dragon Sage Human Emperor, “I heard that 
you’ve got a piece of devil mirror fragment from the Devil Mirror Palace.” 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s face sank, and he laughed without mirth 
in his eyes. “Huang Xiaolong, are you telling me that you’ve come to the 
Dragon Soul Mountain for my fragment of devil mirror?” 

As he spoke, his momentum rose dangerously and a suffocating dragon might 
rush towards Huang Xiaolong. He had not settled the account with Xiaolong 
for kidnapping the Treasure Sage Human Emperor, yet Huang Xiaolong had 
the audacity to covet the devil mirror fragment from him. 

“That’s right.” Huang Xiaolong ignored the rising momentum from the Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor and went on casually, “Hand over the mirror fragment if 
you don’t wish to end up like the Treasure Sage Human Emperor, and don’t 
force me to take it.” 

“Insolent!” 

The Dragon Saint Palace’s experts were enraged by Huang Xiaolong’s words, 
and all of them lunged towards him. But, all of them were sent flying with a 



wave of Huang Xiaolong’s hand even before they got close, and they crashed 
to the ground in various directions. 
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Chapter 3748: Raining Punches on the Dragon Sage Human Emperor 

These Dragon Saint Palace experts coughed up blood as they crashed to the 
ground. 

Both the Dragon Sage Human Emperor and dragon soul source were 
astonished. The Dragon Sage Human Emperor could barely accept it. After 
all, he knew Huang Xiaolong took away the Treasure Sage Human Emperor, 
whereas the dragon soul source was completely ignorant. Therefore, he 
received a bigger shock watching Huang Xiaolong send several hundreds of 
Dragon Saint Palace experts flying with a wave of his hand. 

Among these several hundreds of Dragon Saint Palace experts, there were 
existences with twenty-one billion marks battle strength. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t spare those Dragon Saint Palace experts a second 
glance and further shortened the distance between him and the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor. “I don’t like to repeat myself, so hand over the devil mirror 
fragment.” 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s face turned unsightly as he was the 
human race’s strongest cultivator! 

The second strongest person in the entire Origin Universe! 

Since when did someone dare to talk to him so?! 

“Dao Brother Huang Xiaolong, we can join hands to suppress the Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor, and the devil mirror fragment on him will go to you,” 
the dragon soul source Ao Shan suddenly interjected. 

After witnessing Huang Xiaolong’s strength, the dragon soul source was 
ecstatic. 



“Join hands?” Huang Xiaolong glanced at the dragon soul source from the 
corner of his eye and asked, “Who told you that I would agree to join hands 
with you?” 

The dragon soul source was rendered awkward by Huang Xiaolong’s 
directness, and anger and humiliation burned in his chest. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor suddenly appeared behind Huang 
Xiaolong, and he directly stabbed the Dragon Spear towards Huang Xiaolong. 

There was only a small distance between the two. On top of that, the Dragon 
Sage Human Emperor attacked suddenly. Hence the Dragon Spear was mere 
inches from penetrating Huang Xiaolong’s back. 

Right at this time, thirteen spheres of light appeared around Huang Xiaolong. 

Zheng! 

The Dragon Spear in his hand stabbed into one of the thirteen spheres. 

While the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was stunned that his sneak attack 
failed, he was knocked back by the repelling power from the thirteen light 
spheres. 

The dragon soul source was just as shocked as the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor. 

Not only Huang Xiaolong was fine after taking a blow from the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor, but the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was sent staggering 
backward instead! 

Probably the Origin Universe’s number one expert also wouldn’t be able to do 
this, right? 

The dragon soul source looked at the thirteen spheres around Huang 
Xiaolong that were exactly the mini versions of the Thirteen Universes with 
each one containing supreme universe esoterics and laws. 

“These are?!” The Dragon Sage Human Emperor and dragon soul source 
exclaimed in astonishment. 



Huang Xiaolong looked over his shoulder as he fixed his icy gaze on the 
Dragon Sage Human Emperor, “Originally, I merely wanted you to hand out 
the devil mirror fragment, but unfortunately, you forced me to act.” 

Huang Xiaolong’s Universe Transformation Art had already reached great 
perfection state for he had thoroughly comprehended the nameless devil 
mirror’s Thirteen Universes’ esoterics and laws. 

It was no exaggeration to say that with Huang Xiaolong’s current battle 
strength, even if the Dragon Sage Human Emperor and dragon soul source 
joined hands against him, they were no match against Huang Xiaolong. 

After saying that, Huang Xiaolong stepped towards the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor at a slow pace, however, every step he took, the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor’s heart tightened a notch. 

As Huang Xiaolong got closer, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor felt 
suffocated. 

This was the kind of feeling he got when in awe while looking at an 
indomitable great mountain. No, more accurately, Huang Xiaolong was an 
avatar of the Universe’s heaven and earth, whereas he was merely a lowly 
existence in the universe, the same like many others. 

How is this possible? 

At this moment, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s heart actually gave birth 
to fear. 

Even when facing Yuan Fang, he did not give birth to apprehension, much 
less fear. But now, he felt genuine fear towards a human race’s junior. 

Amidst his fear, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor let out a roar to the sky, 
and soundwaves of a dragon’s roar shook the air. With a wave of his hand, he 
sent the Dragon Soul Bind towards Huang Xiaolong while yelling at the 
dragon soul source, “Ao Shan, we’ll join hands and deal with him. If I lose 
here, you won’t fare much better because Huang Xiaolong definitely won’t let 
you off!” 

Ao Shan was caught off guard by the proposal. 



But in the next second, he snickered, “Even if I won’t fare well, I would rather 
watch you being abused to death!” 

A while ago, he was nearly captured by the Dragon Sage Human Emperor to 
be absorbed. As forgiving as he might be, it hadn’t reached the point where he 
would cooperate with the Dragon Sage Human Emperor. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor was infuriated upon hearing that. 

The thirteen light spheres around Huang Xiaolong flew up and rammed 
against the Dragon Soul Bind. With the thirteen spheres circling around, the 
Dragon Soul Bind’s thousands of divine dragons were pulverized and 
scattered away. 

The golden rope that was connected from head to tail to form a circle was cut 
into several sections, and it scattered all over. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor paled visibly. 

The Dragon Soul Bind was something he had put a lot of effort and time in, as 
well as the effort of many experts in the Dragon Saint Palace, but it got cut 
into pieces just like that! 

While the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was in the cusp of panic, Huang 
Xiaolong punched out with his fist. 

When Huang Xiaolong punched out, the Dragon Sage Human Emperor had a 
fleeting feeling that there were thirteen universes slamming towards him. 

He didn’t have time to think too much, and he hollered as he gathered every 
shred of cosmos energy in his body. Glaring light burst out from his palms and 
shot straight at Huang Xiaolong. 

It was obvious that the Dragon Sage Human Emperor was desperate. 

But it was futile. As Huang Xiaolong’s fist landed, the Dragon Spear broke into 
several sections, and even the dragon head handle of the spear shattered. 

Huang Xiaolong’s fist force finally landed on the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor. 

The Dragon Sage Human Emperor tumbled in the air like a broken kite to the 
horizon. 



A long time later, someone reacted. 

“Your Highness Dragon Sage Human Emperor!” 

The Dragon Saint Palace’s experts shouted, their voices filled with despair. 

In a single step, Huang Xiaolong arrived where the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor fell. His punch had broken several of the Dragon Sage Human 
Emperor’s ribs, causing his chest to cave in, and the dragon qi around him 
dissipated, revealing his bloody and gravely wounded body. 

This was the power of Huang Xiaolong’s thirteen universes. 

Horror was written all over the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s face when he 
looked at Huang Xiaolong. 

A force dragged the Dragon Sage Human Emperor off the ground. Huang 
Xiaolong sealed the Dragon Sage Human Emperor’s strength, and returned to 
the previous spot in a flicker. 

…… 

Before long, the news spread about Huang Xiaolong, the Dragon Sage 
Human Emperor, and the disappearance of the experts of Dragon Saint 
Palace. 

“It is said that Huang Xiaolong tried to snatch the dragon soul source from the 
Dragon Sage Human Emperor, and the Dragon Sage Human Emperor killed 
Huang Xiaolong. He then got the dragon soul source and entered seclusion!” 
said a family’s old ancestor. 

“Didn’t I say it earlier, that Huang Xiaolong is practically seeking death to try to 
snatch the dragon soul source from His Majesty!” 

For a period of time, rumors flew about. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t know about the rumors flying outside. At this time, 
Huang Xiaolong was sitting cross-legged in the depths of Dragon Soul 
Mountain, and there was a devil mirror fragment suspended in front of him. 
This was the piece of devil mirror fragment the Dragon Sage Human Emperor 
obtained from the Devil Mirror Palace. 



This piece of devil mirror fragment was made of the same material as Huang 
Xiaolong’s nameless devil mirror. His full attention was on the piece of devil 
mirror fragment, and from the mirror surface, he could see flashes of images 
like what he saw in the nameless devil mirror in the beginning. However, the 
images on this devil mirror fragment were incomplete. 

Sitting there, Huang Xiaolong was as still as he could be, comprehending the 
devil mirror fragment. In the blink of an eye, tens of thousands of years went 
by, stopping only when it was almost time for the Devil Mirror Palace to open. 
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Chapter 3749: Went To the Front? 

“Golden Gorge, Devil Mirror Palace!” Huang Xiaolong put away the devil 
mirror fragment and disappeared at the edge of the horizon in a streak of light. 

The dragon soul source Ao Shan looked in the direction Huang Xiaolong left 
with a complicated gaze, muttering under his breath, “Perhaps, not too long 
from now, the Fourteen Universes’ true lord will appear!” 

Counting the Origin Universe and the Thirteen Universes, there were fourteen 
universes in all. 

From the time when the fourteen universes were born, there had never been 
one true sovereign lord. 

But the dragon soul source had a feeling that not too far in the future, the 
fourteen universes’ true sovereign lord would appear. 

While Huang Xiaolong was rushing to the Golden Gorge, the many Emperors 
of Origin Universe were also making haste to the same destination. 

The devil mirror inside the Devil Mirror Palace held the secret to their 
breakthrough into Universe God Realm. Who wouldn’t be tempted? 

Not to mention, inside the Devil Mirror Palace were countless treasures, many 
top-level techniques, peak-level origin universe spiritual veins, guardian 
treasures, and rare treasures like Universe Source Stones! Some of the top-
level cultivation techniques were left behind by experts. 



The Devil Mirror Palace had appeared many times, and every time it 
appeared, scuffles and conflicts between experts who rushed inside were 
inevitable, as well as killings. Thus, the top-level cultivation techniques and 
treasures of these people remained inside the Devil Mirror Palace. 

Of course, there were many treasures that existed since the beginning 
together with the Devil Mirror Palace, such as peak-grade origin universe 
spiritual veins, guardian treasures, and Universe Source Stones. 

In the Thirteen Universes, a treasure like the Universe Source Stone had only 
appeared twice! One was obtained by the Universe First Race, and Huang 
Xiaolong obtained the second stone not long ago at the White Deer Cave. 
Universe Source Stones were rarer than rare. However, every time the Devil 
Mirror Palace appeared, there would be experts who obtained Universe 
Source Stones within. 

The Golden Gorge was located in a vast desert, and the desert was within the 
territory of the third-ranked strongest cultivator in the Origin Universe, the Lord 
of Ghost Desert. 

When Huang Xiaolong reached the Golden Gorge a year later, the area was 
already crowded with experts. 

In the four directions of the Golden Gorge were experts from various celestial 
empires’ families, and all of them were cultivators of God of Creation Realm. 
At a rough glance, there were at least several million people. 

There were layers of restrictions around the Devil Mirror Palace, even in the 
outermost area. Only God of Creation Realm experts could enter, thus only 
experts of God of Creation Realm and above gathered here. 

The Golden Gorge stretched miles across the desert, just like a gaping abyss 
across the barren desert viewed from above. Throughout the year, the Golden 
Gorge was filled with a kind of golden fog, and that was where the Golden 
Gorge got its name. 

No one knew exactly how deep the Golden Gorge was. The Lord of Ghost 
Desert had once descended down the Golden Gorge, but even after several 
thousand years, he still did not reach the bottom of the gorge and had to 
return to the surface. 



Moreover, the further down he went, there was a devouring force coming from 
below. 

Therefore, no one had ever reached the bottom of Golden Gorge. 

Some people claimed the bottom of the Golden Gorge was the deepest part of 
the Origin Universe. 

However, this remained a myth with no way of proving its authenticity until 
someone successfully reached the gorge’s bottom and came back out. 

At the time Huang Xiaolong arrived, he took a quick look around, then headed 
straight to the center of the Golden Gorge because every time the Devil Mirror 
Palace had appeared in the past, it was always at the center of the gorge. 

However, the Golden Gorge’s one hundred thousand miles radius area had 
been blocked off by Yuan Fang, Lord of Ghost Desert, and the rest of the 
human race’s ten Emperors. Other races’ old ancestors and patriarchs were 
unable to get close at all. 

Experts that broke the twenty billion mark like Old Granny Void and 
Domineering Blade Xihu were all waiting outside of the one hundred thousand 
miles radius, and no one dared to take one step across the line. 

Just as Huang Xiaolong was about to enter the Golden Gorge’s center area, a 
half-step Universe God Realm expert breaking ten billion marks in battle 
strength, saw an unknown human race youngster bypass him. His face sank. 
“Brat, scram to the back, or else…” 

But before he could finish the rest of his sentence, he was overwhelmed by 
the monstrous momentum coming from Huang Xiaolong’s body. The ten 
billion mark expert was startled, and just as he thought of dodging, it was 
already too late. In a split second, he was struck by the force from Huang 
Xiaolong’s body and sent flying. 

This sight shocked the surrounding experts who noticed the commotion there. 

The expert Huang Xiaolong sent flying ended up with severe injuries, and he 
was quite famous in the Origin Universe. Many experts recognized him, and 
because of that many experts were shocked. 

“Who is this youngster?!” 



“Could he be one of the Human Emperors’ disciples or juniors?” 

Many experts had the same guess. 

Whilst these guesses were shared through low whispers, someone in the 
crowd exclaimed, “Huang Xiaolong!” 

The noisy environment suddenly died abruptly. 

“Huang Xiaolong? Which Huang Xiaolong?” an old ancestor asked in 
confusion. 

‘He’s the one who kidnapped His Majesty Treasure Sage Human Emperor, 
that Huang Xiaolong!” The person who recognized Huang Xiaolong blurted 
out in excitement. This family patriarch happened to be at the Big River 
Mountain at that time. 

The scene exploded upon hearing the old ancestor’s explanation. 

“What?! It’s him?! That human race youngster is Huang Xiaolong! Aren’t they 
saying that he was killed by the Dragon Sage Human Emperor for trying to 
snatch the dragon soul source?” 

“Did His Majesty the Dragon Sage Human Emperor spare him? Or did he 
escape by a stroke of luck?” 

These experts’ astonished and bewildered gazes followed Huang Xiaolong. 

The news of Huang Xiaolong’s arrival traveled fast, from one person to a 
hundred, and before long, almost everyone at the Golden Gorge had heard 
about it. 

“Oh, Huang Xiaolong,” Yuan Fang who was waiting at the frontmost area in 
the center of the Golden Gorge made a small gasp of surprise. 

The Lord of Ghost Desert remained expressionless. 

Eight Human Emperors looked towards the outer edge of the barricaded area, 
and each had a different expression on their face. 

“Your Majesty Buddha Sage Human Emperor, that Huang Xiaolong… Should 
we?” one of the Buddha Saint Palace’s experts couldn’t help but ask, referring 
to whether they should capture Huang Xiaolong. 



Other Human Emperors also looked to the Buddha Sage Human Emperor for 
his decision. 

“The Devil Mirror Palace will appear in half an hour. It won’t be too late to 
capture Huang Xiaolong once we’re inside,” said the Buddha Sage Human 
Emperor. 

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

After Huang Xiaolong got the annoying expert out of his sight, he continued 
towards the center area. This time, no one dared to stop him anymore. In fact, 
the crowd separated and opened a wide berth for him to pass through. 

Even experts breaking the twenty-billion mark like Old Granny Void and 
Domineering Blade Xihu dared not block Huang Xiaolong’s path. 

Soon, Huang Xiaolong reached the edge of the center area, and before 
everyone’s eyes, he stepped into the center area and continued forward until 
he was behind the eight Human Emperors’ camp. 

The eight Human Emperors’ cold gazes were fixed on Huang Xiaolong, and 
the overwhelming momentum from their bodies came crashing down on him. 

All eyes were on Huang Xiaolong and the eight Human Emperors. 

“Say, do you guys think that Huang Xiaolong would dare to bypass the eight 
Human Emperors and stand in front of them?” Domineering Blade Xihu asked 
in a hushed whisper. 

“Probably not, right?” The Gold Devouring Supreme shook his head. After all, 
the ones in Huang Xiaolong’s path were eight of the human race’s Human 
Emperors! 

The remaining eight Human Emperors were in full attendance! 
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Chapter 3750: Surpass Yuan Fang 



The crowd thought that if there was only one Human Emperor present, Huang 
Xiaolong would have probably dared to get ahead of him, but there were eight 
Human Emperors gathered, and the magnitude was completely different. 

If the human race’s eight Human Emperors join hands, even an expert like the 
Lord of Ghost Desert would ashen. 

A twenty-billion-mark expert snickered harshly when he saw Huang Xiaolong 
suddenly stop. “Looks like even Huang Xiaolong has to cower in front of the 
eight Human Emperors.” 

Other experts snickered as if that would vent the anger in their hearts. 

Right at this time, Huang Xiaolong lifted his foot and continued onward, 
rendering the crowd dumbfounded. 

Buddha Sage Human Emperor’s eldest disciple rebuked Huang Xiaolong 
coldly, “Huang Xiaolong, if you dare to take another step forward, my master 
and other Majesties Human Emperors will absolutely kill you!” 

Huang Xiaolong took a nonchalant glance at the Buddha Sage Human 
Emperor’s disciple. Just one glance from him knocked the disciple into the air 
for no apparent reason. 

The crowd of experts in the Golden Gorge was stupefied. 

The Buddha Sage Human Emperor had not expected Huang Xiaolong to 
suddenly attack. After the initial split second of shock, his face sank, and he 
stared fixedly at Huang Xiaolong as he said to the other seven Human 
Emperors, “Brothers, the Devil Mirror Palace is about to appear. The eight of 
us should join hands and swiftly deal with Huang Xiaolong. What do you 
think?” 

The third-ranked Horned Sage Human Emperor nodded in agreement. 
“Brother Buddha Sage’s intention is exactly my meaning.” 

Seeing that the Horned Sage Human Emperor agreed, the remaining six 
Human Emperors also nodded. 

Immediately, the Buddha Sage Human Emperor, Horned Sage Human 
Emperor, and the rest of the eight Human Emperors’ momentum soared as 
they released their full force. 



Boom! 

Influenced by the eight Human Emperors’ momentums, the sky darkened, and 
the wind howled making sand swirl into a sandstorm. 

Sensing the overwhelming momentums coming from the eight Human 
Emperors, everyone present paled and retreated as if they could not back 
away fast enough. Even the Lord of Ghost Desert looked solemn. 

“Kill!” 

When the eight Human Emperors circulated their energy to the limit, the 
Buddha Sage Human Emperor opened his mouth and thundered, and his 
voice shook heaven and earth. 

Whilst everyone was shocked, the eight Human Emperors attacked at the 
same time. 

All eight Human Emperors used their most powerful guardian treasures to 
attack Huang Xiaolong. 

The Buddha Sage Human Emperor’s guardian treasure was an alms bowl! 

Whereas the Horned Sage Human Emperor’s guardian treasure was a long 
curved horn that didn’t look like metal or non-metal material. The surface of 
the curved horn was densely covered with runes. 

Some of the other six Human Emperors used blades, swords, and even a 
giant axe. 

There were also strong and weak guardian treasures, and the eight Human 
Emperors’ guardian treasures were naturally top-tier powerful guardian 
treasures. 

With eight powerful guardian treasures infused with eight Human Emperors’ 
power, the dazzling rays blinded everyone and lit up the entire desert gorge, 
and even the outside area. 

The weaker God of Creation Realm experts felt pain in their eyes the moment 
they laid eyes on the light. 

The eight Human Emperors’ guardian treasures arrived in front of Huang 
Xiaolong at lightning speed. 



There was no ripple of panic on Huang Xiaolong’s face as a small golden boat 
appeared in his hand. The small golden boat took on the eight guardian 
treasures’ attacks as it expanded into a million zhang in length. 

Rumble! 

The giant golden boat collided with the eight Human Emperors’ guardian 
treasures one by one. 

Consecutive blasts shook the sky. 

To Old Granny Void and the others’ horror, the eight Human Emperors’s 
guardian treasures were knocked away. 

When the Buddha Sage Human Emperor saw the golden boat, he was 
shocked to his soul, “Universe treasure!” 

In the next second, the golden boat slammed into the eight Human Emperors, 
and the overwhelming destructive energy caused their faces to turn deathly 
pale. No one dared to hide their trump cards anymore and tried to parry the 
Universe Boat the best they could. 

Boom! 

Almost at the same time, the Universe Boat slammed into the eight Human 
Emperors. 

Another wave of blasts thundered across the sky, shaking the land. 

Some families’ old ancestors’ eardrums bursts due to the collision impact, and 
many more suffered concussions. 

All of the eight Human Emperors possessed battle strength above the twenty 
billion mark, especially the Buddha Sage Human Emperor who had crossed 
the twenty-nine billion mark. One could imagine how terrifying the combined 
strengths of these eight Human Emperors were. 

Even the Lord of Ghost Desert looked extremely solemn. 

The Universe Boat was finally stopped right in front of the eight Human 
Emperors’ faces with their joined effort. 



But the Lord of Ghost Desert, Old Granny Void, and the others’ eyes widened 
as they stared at Huang Xiaolong. Although the Universe Boat was stopped in 
its tracks by the eight Human Emperors, Huang Xiaolong had been standing 
in the same spot from the beginning, without moving an inch! 

With one arm, Huang Xiaolong steadied the Universe Boat’s other side! 

In other words, Huang Xiaolong merely used one hand to withstand the eight 
Human Emperors’ combined attacks without moving an inch. 

Even Yuan Fang who had been watching everything with a blase expression 
couldn’t hide the shock in his eyes. 

The eight Human Emperors’ eyes protruded in shock, staring at Huang 
Xiaolong on the other side of the Universe Boat. 

Before the crowd recovered, Huang Xiaolong’s palm emitted brilliant rays as 
he circulated the Universe Transformation Art, and robust cosmos energy of 
29.9 billion mark roared out. 

The Universe Boat shone glaringly as a startling energy burst out from it, 
hitting the eight Human Emperors. The eight Human Emperors were alarmed 
and moved to dodge but their action was still a beat too slow, b-b-oom! 

The Universe Boat quivered and shook off the eight Human Emperors, and 
Huang Xiaolong went on to push the Universe Boat forward. 

The eight Human Emperors got the air knocked out of them. 

“Pu!” 

Eight figures crashed into the gorge like meteors, with blood spurting out from 
their mouths. 

The eight Human Emperors soon disappeared into the gorge, and they were 
obscured from view by the golden fog. 

“What?!” The Lord of Ghost Desert as well as the present family’s old 
ancestors and patriarchs shrieked. 

Yuan Fang was genuinely shocked for the first time in his life. 



Huang Xiaolong was indifferent as he retrieved the Universe Boat, and 
continued onward towards the Lord of Ghost Desert. 

Seeing Huang Xiaolong approach, apprehension flitted across the Lord of 
Ghost Desert’s pupils. His face darkened as he pondered if he should give 
way to Huang Xiaolong, but his decision was made swiftly as he stepped to 
the side. 

When Huang Xiaolong passed by the Lord of Ghost Desert, he didn’t even 
give the Lord of Ghost Desert a direct gaze. 

The Lord of Ghost Desert’s nerve twitched at being treated as invisible. 

When Yuan Fang saw Huang Xiaolong come at him, he was stunned for a 
second. It seemed like Huang Xiaolong didn’t only want to stand in front of the 
Lord of Ghost Desert, but he wanted to bypass him as well. 

Sharp golden light burst in Yuan Fang’s eyes. 

All other experts held their breaths, watching Huang Xiaolong and Yuan Fang. 

Their hearts twisted in nervous tension and faint anticipation. 

There was no expression on Huang Xiaolong’s face as he got closer to Yuan 
Fang with each step he took, and soon, there was merely ten meters distance 
between them. Then it was nine meters, eight meters… 

Four meters! 

Three meters! 

When he was one meter away from Yuan Fang, Yuan Fang suddenly took a 
step to the left, rendering everyone dumbfounded. Huang Xiaolong walked 
past the spot Yuan Fang was standing earlier, and stood in the first spot in the 
Golden Gorge’s center area. 

Huang Xiaolong stood one hundred meters in front of Yuan Fang with his 
hands clasped behind his back. 

Yuan Fang stared sullenly at Huang Xiaolong’s back. 
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